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Hey, the following people are large-
ly responsible for this waste of
paper: Clayton Hanmeri Matt
Bickle, Stephe Perry,Josh Boundy,
and last, and certainly least, Ben
Edgar (what an asshole). Hope you
enioy it. Contact us at:

metalchi ld@metalskid.com

or mail stuff to:

Mosh Yankee
c/o Matt Bickle

2 Stewart st.#202
Toronto, ON
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No Justice at Chicago
fest 2000.
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^ - jISY fuckin'do?

ff U scorr-Wett,tets startwithAndre,the

It l':::Trili::::!T::t'$'tJil"o,"""o

Hey Matt, here is the interview, sorry for the
delay. take care.
ps.. if you could send that photo again, the file

didnt work the first time

So who al l  is in the fuckin' band? What do

as his condition has worsened. our gutiarist greg

is into cadillac grills, straight up. Our bass player

Tom, when not whining about missing bath

l01f 
'*:+**'*''*

file drummer Jett subscribes to Maxim magazine

and fends of the legions of adoring cougars

with his blastbeat/ride cymbal combinations.

ANDRE -And then there's Scotty here who
plays guitar..but whenever a Depeche
Mode song comes on he falls into a deep trance
and dances't i l  hel sore...

What do you guys think of Manowar, any-

one diggin'Manowar?

SCOTT - I can dig any band that rides on stal-

lions and motorcycles preaching metallic
suPremacy.

ANDRE -That band was one of my "youth"

bands...my brother and i would request their

video's when Power Hour turned to Power 30
back in the day...BlowYour Speakers was a fuck-
ing antheml Incredible...you have to respect any

band that can play to about 40,000 people any-

where in Europe and only play small clubs in

America...that's what metal's all about.

Your sound is very metal, but you are all

hardcore kids. How much of your
sound/inspiration comes pure metal (such

as Kreator/Slayer/AtThe Gates), and how

much comes from short hair metal heads
(like Converge/Catharsis/Darkest Hour)?

SCOTT- | think for the most part, especially now,

the true metal influence has taken hold. growing

up on heavy diets of mid and late eighties thrash

and early nineties death and grind; throwing in a
dash of black metal,  we've real ized our niche.
near the inception of atmoi, the metalcore influ-

ences were much more prevalent; over the last
year, we re-evaluated where we wanted to take
our sound and what we wanted to stray from. I

think for the most part what we take from metal

is the better riffs, the speed, and the dynamics.

from hardcore-metal, we take the shorter and

less repetetive song structures.

PIRAT
PHOTO BY BILL, INTERVIEW BY NERDFACE
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What kind of subject matter do you discuss
in your lyrics?

ANDRE -Well, lwrite all the lyrics...they're all
love songs really. I can't deal with corpses and
inane shit like that. lU rather write about some_
thing that I've actually experienced. lt's all pretty
simple really, not very "metal" at all but it works.
Its powerful music so why not write about
something that helps convey that messagel plus I
want people to see what a pathetic loser i really
4m..,

Whats your take on the GTA scene right
now?

ANDRE - Hardcore wise there seems to be this
crazy demand for bands but there really aren't
that many.The recent shows have been really
good so far, so there are plenty of people who
want to see bands; no bands to supply the
demand; and no real venues for the bands that do
play to play at. But the bands that are around
people all over really seem to like. No Warning is
doing really well from Toronto, but if you look
outside of Toronto bands like Rise Over Run are
really great as well as really great friends. lf
you're looking for more of a metal crossover kind
of thing there's Jude The Obscure. A really good
mosh band is The Kill Decibel. Straight forward
hardcore like OurWar is getting some attention
these days as well as Haymaker and they're both
from Hamilton. Metal wise there,s Maharahj and

The End. Long hair metal... there isnt any.That's
about it.

SCOTT - In Toronto, with a lack of Dly venues. it
has become harder and harder for local bands to
get shows in the ciry.And with only a few pro-
moters that cater generally to their own inter_
ests, its difficult to ter on bigger shows without
having an "in", or for Dly promoters to be able
to afford the heavy costs of renting a club for one
night.We feel that rhe scene wirhin Toronto has
been idle for too long, and in the new year we
are attempting to work out a possible venue with
a newToronto club called theVatikan. So if that
ever happens, we hope things will start picking up
again.

Where have you guys toured so far? Any
touring planned for the futurel

ANDRE -Weve done a couple of little tours.We
iust went out with Season Of Fire and Taken in
August of 2001 through Canada east.We're writ_
ing new stuff right now and will go out again in
the summer to the States mostly.

Has Andre ever considered a career in
kickboxing?

ANDRE - No...ha! |  enjoy the MOSH...what can I
sayl

So far i've only seen you're demo, any other
releases out there, or planned for the
future?

SCOTT - Thus far we've released two demos; our
first: two love songs for the road, a very early
recording for us, but very energetic none the less.
Our second was entided: the fatality.of
beauty, represents much more where our song
writing and stylistic timbres have since brought
us. this ianuary we're entering the studio to
record for a 5 song cd to be released on
Redstar Records out of Hamilton.

ANDRE - Two Love Songs ForThe Road was
when we tried to go to Long lsland and pA for
some shows but got caught in really horrible
weather. Late December will do that to you. lt!
early and rough weather. Fatality Of Beauty is
more or less who we are right now and is defin_
tely a better representation of what we do.The
e.p we're recording in January doesnt have a title
as of yet but we're bouncing some around. lt'll
most definitely be out by early February.
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Rambo were nice enough to do a short
interveiw with Mosh Yankee regarding
our favorite band, Manowar. Check out
their new lp "Wall of Death the
System," on 625 thrashcore.

Mosh - Do you guys like Manowar?

John - Manowarl Not rhe smartesr bunch of
guys, but Fighting theWorld rhe is the best
heavy metal song ever recorded.That's all it
gotta say, Brothers of metal will always stay
true, or somethin' like that. I almost saw them
in Holland, I was one day away. I like their
album artwork, I can't get behind the whole
macho facade, but good stuff. Hammerfall very
good, inspired by Manowar, they led to a lot oJ
good bands too. Hail to England; good album.

Mosh - What about kings of Metal?

John - Kings of Metal very good too. Fighting
the world was more of a song album than an'album' 

album.The Song'Fighting theWorld, '
very good, but I give the album three stars.

Mosh - Cool.

John - Hey todd do you have comments on
Manowarl What do you think about'Ross the

Boss' Toddl Or Joey DeMaiol
Todd - . . . . . . . . . . .

Mosh -Todd has no comments on
Manowar?

Tony - All I know is (singing) "Born to Live
Forever More!"

Andy (Bloodpact) - Whenever I  heara band
with the name'Man' in their name it !  super
super gay in my head. Like there is a band
called'Mandown' from Lansing or something,
and I know that's not like a sexual name, but
for some reason it comes out really sexual.

John - l'll amend my comments, the other day
I say this weird Manowar record that had all
this weird like Neo-Facist imagery on it, which
I was not into. But I don't know the name of
the record.

Tony - My friend Brian was on a flight to
Begium, he was on stand-by he ended up in
first class, and Manowar got on his flight, and
they were wearing leather pants.And as soon
as they got seated and were aloud to do a
walk around, they went to the bathroom and
changed into sweatpants, and then changed
back into leather pants when they got off the
olane.

Andy - Manowar played a ser in Belgium
where they played for two hours, rook a
forty-five minute breather, and came brck .rd
played for two more hours.And I kno'y some-
one who saw it, and he said they were so
great they should be goveners of countieb, or
they should be heads of state.

Tony - But the my thing is with Manowar is
that they have a little bit of masogonistic over-
tones.

Mosh - A little?

Tony - l'll admit I'm not rhe biggest fan, I have
the records I have don't r-eally have that and I
only real ly l isten to the hits. My thing is ( lron)
Maiden is by far the safesr bet.

John - Fight theWorld is the best Metal song

Tony - | think Manowar is good in an iro tit
nature, but I  think lron Maiden is a band ,cu
can completely get behind, and there's no
flaws with lron Maiden. Behind the scene! o.
lron Maiden would be boring, their not l ik"
fucks you know.
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posit ive, energenic hard-
core for a couple of
years now. Mosh Yankee
caught up with them at a
recent apperance of
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Mosh - Who is the new drummer for
NOTIME LEFT?

Nick - Joe. He's also in another band cal led
FIRE IN THE STATE.

Mosh - Do you guys have any new
releases coming out?

Nick - Now that we have Joe, we're going to
start writing some new material.We got
offered a 10" on 625 thrash, and unfortunately
at the rate we're moving at right now, we're
probably not going to end up recording for it
'til sometime in the summer. I don't see any-
thint new coming out'til the end of the year.

Mosh -The last couple times I have seen
you guys you seemed to be getting a bit
harder/thrash ier sounding?

Nick - | don't know about that, but we've
been delibertly adding more rock, more
MOTORHEAD infleunce.That seems to be a
thing that really sets us apart. I dont ever
want to be a rock band with hardcore parts,
but we are probably always going to be a
hardcore band with rock parts.You're going to
see more of that.

Mosh -When I think of MOTORHEAD

parts, I think of really driving parts...

Nick - ....Bulldozerific is what I like to refer to
it as.

Mosh - Any Manowar fans in the band?

Nick - | think there are some in the band but
I'm not one of them, I'm familair with the
Kings of Metal, but any band that spends so
much time singing about metal itsell I usually
don't enjoy.

Jarred - | haven't really heard'em.Adam likes
them.

Nick -Yes,Adam's a huge fan.

Mosh - Ok, any comments on your tour
this summer, it seemed really big, and I
don't think you had been on tour more
than 4 or 5 days before. How long was
the tour?

Nick - lt was a full month. lt was intense, not
very many people knew about us.The NO
TIME LEFT seven inch is really hard to come
by because I don't go through big distributers.
THEY LIVE have been around for awhile, but
the timing of their releases - even/thing is
really spread out, so they don't really have a

big following either.We travelled around and
played basements and things like that, where
there was going to be a crowd of dedicaded
kids, as opposed to a huge show, with a bunch
of big bands. lt worked out really well, we
played some crazy places, and had some scary
times.We were supposed to play in Reno,'
Nevada, and we encountoured this character
that was totally like riding around in circles in
front of his house yelling "drugs! drugs!
drugs!," and he brought over his best friend
that was a prostitute, or a would be madam.
She wanted to bring prostilutes to hang out
with us. lt was really bad, we said we were
going to get something to eat, we piled in the
van, and high tailed it out of there'cause it
was scary.And I didnt even scratch the sur-
face of everything that happen there in a two
hour span.

Mosh -Awesome.
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Nick -Yeah, touring is iust one of those things

you just have to go out and do it' whether

you're band is going to make it out there or

not, you iust have to fuckin' go and experience

that any band can get some amps and some

drums, and iust go out there and do it'The

DIY network is so fuckin' huge that you can

go anywhere and iust find kids that are gonna

relate and are going to helP you out'

Mosh - Sometimes in Toronto i t  seems

like everyone hates each other, however

in Buffalo the basement scene seems to

be verY united, could You comment on

the basement scene in Buffalo?

Nick - | think the basement scene in Buffalo is

amazing.Any time you have a scene your

gonna have cliques and people that don't get

ilong and people that start getting into all

sorts of soap oPera bul lshit ,  and whenever

you go to a different place a lot of the times

its not as noticeable, you iust see PeoPle
snnding around talking.You don't know the

inner oolitics of what's going on and what the

people are talkin'  about '  But I  think that our

trr"-"n,t  scene' which is very much seParat-

ed from the club scene, to me everybody

seems more motivated, more into i t ,  more

willing to work on things and do things' in I

guess you could say a positive way'You never

see any fights at our basement shows'When

kids are dancing in a circle, people don't hit

each other, its not like when you've got a

bunch of bands where you've got hard mosh-

ing going on, and somebody hits somebody' or

bumps somebody the wrong way and every-

body starts flipping out. So I think what we've

got going is reallY Positive.

Mosh - fust a couple more questions, do

you guys drink Logan berrY?

Nick - This guY drinks Logan berrY'

Jarred - | drink Logan berrY'

Nick - I'm not a big fan of the Logan berry'

ADAM ENTERS

Nick - Hey Adam comment on Manowar!

Adam - Well fuckin' eh man. Manowar a

fuckin' awesome!

Nick -Tell about You're Poster'

Adam - Well actually I sold my Manowar

poster to a friend, but it was pretty fuckin'

iough man. lt had like the guy on it' you know.
'thel Manowar guy, the big fuckin' brute' lt had

like these three shrunken head type things' it

was very triumPhant'

Jarred - | know this guy that like lives in the

,.r" aor"n as them, I guess one guy lives with

his parens and walks around in sweatPants'

Mosh - | already have a sweatPants story

about Manowar for this issue'

Adam - Manowar don't wear sweatpants!

Mosh -That's not what I hear' Not that I

don't like Manowar... Ok, what do you

hope the future holds for NOTIME

LEFT?

Nick -Tour, tour' and tour again' I'm in this to

get out there and travel and talk to kids and

ipread a positive message, and hopefully get

people to listen and relate, because its all

about communication and sending that mes-

sage out to PeoPle.

Jarred -Tour and have fun.

Mosh -Wicked.





INTERVIEW QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY MIKE We play with all sorts of bands. Punk, grindcore,
WITH SOME INPUT FROM NEIL OF STEEL AND metal,  posi-core, moshcore, wharever. Every t ime
EVAN(evINFEST). we start to fit into a scene and get comfortable

there, we get dissed and have ro start playing differ-
THE BAND is - Neil  of Steel( lyr ical destruction), ent shows with other types of bands. Our only ded-
Vegan Meich (6 string samurai), evINFEST (4 strings icated audience is a small group of punxs (the
of doom), Robbi (Bludgeoning grind fastness time mohawk kind), dumb skinheads (but jolly and fun at
keeper and token emo slob). the same time),and like two or three positive hard-

core pussy's, and of course the Ripped to Shreds
So in the MRR review they were talking shit crew from Bellingham,WA (They come to all our
about singers with glasses.Are you guys going shows and they have ro drive like 3 hours to do
to let 'em pul l  that shit? What would you do that.)
to get revenge on those hippy peace punks
from'Frisco?

What's better'Tony Hawk 2' or the,Trasher'
game.Why?

Neither. T&C Surf and Skate for Nintendo. None of
this bullshit Playsurion crap.

Your band lits in nicely with a lot of the
newish fastcore/thrash scene, with bands like
Tear lt Up,WHNl, Last in Line, DS- | 3 etc.
What's your take on the resurgence of bands
playing old school Hardcore, just sped up a
lot;What type of scene do you find you fit
into?

Who's that dude on the
the rad chops and mohawk?What's the deal
with that punk?

That assclown isTobias Burch. lf you want ro know
more about him cal l  him at 206-632-0812. He! not
a punk rocker. He doesn't even like hardcore or
anything. He likes Mayhem,Ween,and Leonard
Cohen. He was at that show because it was a
house destroying party we played at on Frar Row on
the University of Washington campus. He came to
witness the brutality that the Teeth bring when the
only option is total destruction of their surround-
ings.We just thought the picture was funny because
Toby is fat and disgusting looking. Call him and tell

him he's fat. Maybe he'll kill himself.
Do you guys like Manowar?

We all love Manowar except for Robbie who we are
all convinced doesn't actually like any music except
Saves the Day and Jawbreaker. Neil and | (Mike) are
both planning out our Manowar tattoos right now.
We both own every Manowar record. Neil is gonna
get a hard warrior Manowar tattoo and I'm gonna
tet Hail & Kill tattooed down the back of each one
of my arms.

Do you feel the crucial word'crucial,  is cru-
cially overused in Hardcore, or do you feel the
crucialness of the word'crucial' makes it cru-
clal to our totally crucial scene? Crucial?

Crucial is a little played our now and should be
replaced with critical, an equally tough word that
just happens to start with the same letter.

Do you guys wear Mesh back hats?

Neil  wears mesh hats because he's a ful l  blown
redneck who spent l8 years of his l i fe l iv ing in
Ellensburg,WA (trust me, you don't know where
that is). I just wear a beanie. Mesh hats are in effect
though.

The guitar solo on "Trudge Onward to
Doom" reminds me of Poison ldea - would
you agree, and do you guys worship the kings
of punk?

Yeah, Poison ldea rules but we were going for more

y; /,ffi;l?,:#:'"'Jff, 
"H,Tily."""#l*lJoll., s P 1 Ijust a pussy). I suppose we're just gonna let them

get away with it. We'll probably iust write a song
about iL



a SuicidalTendencies "Art of Rebell ion" type of thing
with that solo. Speaking of Poison ldea, I was down
in Portland, Oregon last month to see Motorhead
and I went to a bar down the street from there
because Poison ldea was playing. I tried ro sneak in
but ended up standing outside the whole night
because I'm only | 9 so I can get into bars yet.
Anyway, I was standing by the bar door and all of
sudden about 6 skinheads and other assorted trash
come running out the door and Jerry A. is beating
the shit outta like 6 guys at once. Then some kid
laughed at him and Jerry through the kid literally l0
feet into the streeL lt was the toughest thing ever.
JerryA versus the skinheads. Don't fuck with a inan
in sweatpants.TOUGH!! !

The song "Campaign for
Manpurse Destruction', is
really great.Why do you
think so many Hardcore
'tough guys' are actually gay
and can't accept it? Do you
think homoerotic straight
edge lyrics have anything to
do with it?

That song is actually about local
scenester
posi-core Abercrombie scum
that infests our supposed hard-
core scene here in Seatown. lt!
about kids who think hardcore is a fashion or a new
and interesting way to tet laid. Fuck those kids.

You definitely add humor to your lyrics, along

with fun mosh parts, a great combo,What's
the response been like to your band so far?
Are there many fun kids circle pitting for you
Seattle area?

Mostly our friends come and see us. I have noticed
the circle pit thing happening again here in Seattle
since it disappeared years ago after that whole
Grunge thing happened. The response has been
good for the most part. I keep seeing new faces at
our shows
and that's always a good thing.

Do you have any new records coming out
soon?

Yes, we have a split demo/live 6
inch with a brother of hard-
core mayhem RIPPEDTO
SHREDS from Bell ingham, Wa,
who are one of the best hard-
core bands around right now.
It  should be out by the end of

. this year or early next year
Next year lookout for our
split LP with RIPPED TO
SHREDS on 1234 Go
record/Excursion. Also we will
be contributing a few songs to
BarbaricThrashVol. 3 on 625
Thrashcore. I 'm not sure

have influenced SpittingTeeth?

Hands down the worst, most overated oiles of shit
right now would have to be American Nightmare
(though they are prett/ good live) and Death Threat
(nice guys, terrible band). A.N. are boring as all fuck
and the sweatshirts they made look like
Abercrombie & Fitch sweatshirts. Fucking stupid
preppy shit. Death Threat on the other hand is just
a crappy band. Bands of yesterday that we would
consider to be our influences are old Agnostic Front
and other early NYHC, INFEST, Negative FX,
Madball, No ForAn Answer, etc. We don't really try
to sound like anyone, we iust do what we do and
sounds like it sounds. Thats it. The good word has
been spoken. Peace.

ar
when that's coming out.

What are the worst bands in Hardcore today
and whatare the best bands ofyesterday that







Reviews by:
SP - Fists of Perry
JFB - Josh Fuckin' Boundy
or by some lerk.s

All -  Live Plus One

So I got this album from work, just cuz they
thought,"Punk Rock Josh likes that shit, give it to
him."The truth is I've never really liked All, but
on this album the live aspect of it makes it a bit
more fun.The plus one is the best part of the
album. I thought that it would be a studio track,
but no, the plus one is actually a live Decendents
CD. I don't have the ones that SST put out years

ato so this is really good, it sounds good too, but
buy the studio albums f irst.  -  JFB

(epicrap)

As One (now known as ScareTactic) -

Sowhatifi 'mafuckingdemo

Right away the vocals remind me of something,
and I think its Negative Approach's John Brannon.
The music seems to range from fast thrash to

some heavier breakdowns and this has some
good hooks too.They have a song called'our
voice, pro choicel Cool.Worth my $ l .  Check this
out.

(Self Released)

Born Dead lcons - Modern Plague ep

Born Dead lcons bring a little more energy to

this ep then previous efforts, it seems punker
than early records as well, if that makes any
sense. For those who don't know, Born Dead
lcons play a dirty crust style and do it quite well,
with a driving Motorhead sort of feel.This is easi-
ly my favorite Born Dead lcons' release, which

uses the terrific 2 song per side 45 rpm format,

and includes aWipers cover.The artwork is very

plain, and very punk looking - which suits this ep
perfectly.This is a perfect record. So there.

(Self Released (these dudes have DIY cred!) con-

tact 800 place Victoria #45 | , Montreal, QC)

Carry On - SelfTitled 7"

Fun California youth crew style Hardcore. lts all

there - sing-a-long's/dance parts/sell-out songs,

and its really good.They have a song about the

media portrayal of straight edge which is about

as'political' as they get. In fact they have an insert

which talks about how they dont want to be
political, which as Kent Ebullition pointed out in
his review of this record - thatl kind of political. I

have a feeling that no one in this band is over | 9,

but whatever.You either like this style or loathe

it, if you do, check this out.

(http://members.aol.com/teamworkni)



The Control - Sidearm 7"

Buffalo'sThe Control play fast hardcore (you
know - fast, but not like'fastcore' or whatever),
with solid song structures, a good amount of
melody.Their very catchy and were amazing live
the last time I saw them in Buffalo at the
Oath/Limpwrist show. ln Fact I like them better
live every time I see them.They plow right
through this seven inch, only slowing down at the
end for a real rocker "Long Dead Better Days,"
which lU have to say is my favorite song on this

record.This record has really
nice packaging as well, which
l"m mucking up with my dirty
hands.

(www.refl ectionsrecords.com)

Crispus Attucks - Red
Black Blood Attack CD

From the same school of DEATHREAI or BORN
DEAD ICONS,CrispusAmrck have been saying latri
and doing remedial vork wilfiTEAR lT UP and
DOWN lN FIAMES for a potent combination of politi-
cal conscior$ emodoom set to a hst-as-fuck pace. An
incredible release that combines a lot of elemms of
hardcore nery well.The lyrics are simple in dre same
wry that MINORTHREAT is known for making a very
clear message. Like a box of cmcker jack pu get a
bonus hidden t'ack at the bottorn. -SP

aJe* / F.Bo< 4056 / BdJdo;
/efi/LtrA)

l3 - Killed by the Kids

Delivering a differently pro-
sound, you get the
and urgency of DS-l 3

with a slight thinly produced rubber band sound-
ing recording. But they still bring distortion, the
tight edits, the samples, the back and forth
screaming, and all the energy that make for
great hardcore and make you quickly forget this
studio experiment. Cool Pushead artwork.Who
the hell is GPK because DS-13's cover of "Watch
Out" is fuckin' incredible. -SP

(Havoc Records / P.O. Box 8585 / Minneapolis,
MN / 55408 / USA, or havocrex.com)

Gatecrashers - Loud at
AnyVolume ep

Although they don't
invoke a resurgence of
early DC scene, as their
SOA reference might sug-
gest, the GATECRASHERS do bring on all the
anger of the early Boston SXE scene.Their cover
of DYS"'More than Fashion" sounds like an origi-
nal next to tracks like "Make me choke".The
sound brings a healthy mix of thrash and break-

downs similar toTEAR lT UP or SHARK
ATTACK. lt can be spastic and crazy sounding at
times and then out of nowhere it all comes
together - the stuff that anthems are made of.
The mosh of SSD combined with the thrash of
SIEGE and they have the sense to pull off a cover
of the NEOS "Rock Scream".Watch these cats.
-SP

(Partsunknown / PO. Box 4835 /Toms Rivea NJ /
08754 / USA)

Good Riddance - Symptoms of a lweling Spirit

Due to the fact drat I work at a commercial radio sta-
tion, I have access to many cd! tfrat do not fit the for-
mat of sell, sell, sell. Lately I was given the new Good
Riddance CD.This band keeps getting betterThough
this is their slowest album yet, it is their most dynam-
ic. In the past these guys have gone from Sk8 rock to
Hardcore and back but on this album they do it in a
wry that makes me 6ink that I'm listening to Bill
Stevenson's (Black Flag Descendants, Blasting Room
Studios, where this album was recorded)Greatest
His.The cryptic, political lyrics are as prominent as
s/en but there is a lack of girl songs (see: Ballads From
The Rsrolution). Not as intense as Operation
Phoenix, but Russ is engaged ([o Rachel from Much
Music no less! - Matt) now so thatl no surprise.
Basically this album rocks. - JFB

(Steal this album from HMV Sam's, Sunrise, etc.)

rLP



Holding On - fustAnother Day Lp

This is one of my new favorite bands. Mix generic
youth crew with a'negative approach,' and you
have a great combo. Nothing new bur its well
done and is iust a great record, I guess if it ain't
broke don' fix it. Holding On are also a great live
band, don't pass up the opportunity to see them.

(www.havocrex.com)

Highscorc lp

Ripping youtr crew (you could call it'ftrash crew') fom
Germany, played very fast like most youth crew bands
from Europe right now.At times dre singer sounds a bit
like Lou Koller: lt's cool hoar European Straight Edge
bands are more likely to be all"no gods, no masters,"
and surff,you knowtrrat'88 sound you love,widr like
arurcho punk lyricsl Perhaps I'm fie only one who
think thats cool though,like when I was the only one
to applaudVlTAMlN X at Chicago fest wfren they said
we should decriminalize narcotics.Whaterer.This record
rock, and | *rink its my favorite of Gordl relo .es so
far (hs between this and the Haymaker 7').This record
has a weird skip at dre beginning. Oh well.

(Dennged records)

fR Ewing -The Perfect Drama 10"

Stripped down screamo with a lot of power.JR
Ewing goes back to basics with things

like rhythm and syncopation
to define the energy behind
their crashing fits of emo-
tion. Throat curdling
screams andiau. timed sig-
natures create a catchy-as-
hell offbeat rock.
The bare guitar track comes out ringing at times
while sounding awkward and helps
define this more from the emo genre.This isn't
anything new from this scene, just

extremely well done.An aside note, there is a
delta blues undercurrent on this release
similar to that found on U2's'JoshuaTree'.  -SP

(Coalition Records / Newtonstraat2l2 I 2562
KW Den Haag /The Netherlands)

No Warning ep

At first listen this record
reminds most of the Cro-
mags right away, which isn't a
bad thing at all.This record is
chalk full of good mosh
parts, and has some good
sing-a-long parts too.The
song'A Day in the Life,'
seems to represent their feelings toward the
Toronto hardcore scene well, whether it was
intended or not you'll have to ask them.This
record is totally fun, and the best record to be
put out by a band from Toronto in the almost

two years since the last Swarm record.

(http://wwwmartyrrecords.com/)

OurWar - xDemox

OurWar are a new Straight Edge bandfrom
Toronto, Brampton, and Hamilton.They feature
Bubby on drums and a shit load of ex-members
(Swarm, Left for dead, Holocron, Countdown to
Oblivion). Musically they remind me of early
Boston youth crew like SSD but with some quick
dance parts, and the occasional chugga chugga riff
thrown in for good measure.They already have
ouite a few classic lines around theToronto
scene, such as'Come and dance in a pit  of glass,
we'll see how long you fucking last!" or "l look in
the mirror, that's who I follow!"The finger point-
ing ratio for this bands first show this august was
definitely impressive.Also this includes a Last
Rites cover.This band could go huge. GO
BUBBY!

(Self Released - soon to be on vinyl from
Deranged)

Panic - Dying For lt ep

Well shit! Another band
from Boston. Panic play
very fast youth crew this
record features six songs
in like four minutes.This



a very well done record, from the recording to
the packaging, and the only problem is it's too
short. lU guess an Lp isnt far off.

(bridge 9)

Project Grizzly - Demo

Some blinding fast grind with
dual vocals and tight time
changes.The dual vocals trade
off between throaty growls and
shreaking screams. The grind
bounces between DROP
DEAD blur and slows to NO
REASON type breakdowns.This
is 625-core all the way
and I love it. -SP

(P.O. Box 143 / Buffalo, NY / 14215 / USA)

Point of Few - Silence ep

Starts off with rock and quickly
dispels any rumors by going full
throttle into an all-out
power violence beat. But the
band easily incorporates both
styles making a very intense
and catchy release.All new material from the
brutal new masters of Dutch blitzkrieg
thrash.They have a reasoned take on communica-
tion, which explains the significance

behind the name of the release. -SP

(625 Productions / PO. Box 42341 3 / San
Francisco, CA I 94142-3413 / USA)

Rambo -Wall of Death the System Lp

This Lp gives you heavy, mosh friendly hardcore
that's pro-bike, pro-choice, anti-cop, anti-christian,
and anti-state. lts also fucking fun as hell, and
lyrics like "No clrcle pits in Heaven, so l'll mosh
in Hell' only make me love this lp more.A band
that makes me excited about hardcore. Fuckin'
GOI

(625thrash.com)

Ruination - Dead Horse ep

This is their first record that
sounds really good.Then again
it was recorded by Don Fury
so it better sound fucking
good. Four quick thrashers,
two per side, none much more than two minutes
- thatl the way we like it. Chris unleashes yet
another anti-religion anthem with "Holy Terror,"
which is appreciated as usual."Giblets","Alone in
a room," and "Home Sweet Home," contain a
much more personal theme. Chris' lyrics have
come to a point where it seems to have moved
beyond iust normal punk topics, and into an area
which many hardcore/punk kids (that I know any-

way) can relate to. But beyond just war is bad,
drugs are bad, religion sucks etc.This is a good
thing I thinks.Andyi guitar work on these songs
is also probably his best yet for Ruination. I have
always liked Ruination, but with this record, and
their live performances this past summen I think I
finally like them as much as I liked the Swarm.
Seriously.

(No ldea)

Scrotum Grinder -The Greatest Sonic
Abomination Ever LP

SCROTUM GRINDER release this incredible long
player that is in keeping with their previous eps.
The briefness in their short blasts of anger with a
wall of heavy crushing sound gives some cre-
dence to the title. lf you were to kill the organ in
COMBATWOUNDEDVETERAN and add some
heavier parts with grind sensibilities you would
ger scRoTUM GRINDER. -SP

(Prank / PO. Box 410892 / San Francisco, CA /
54t4t -0892 /  USA)

Severed Head of State -

Cop On Fire ep

A new release for Severed
Head of State, and with it this
'project band,' puts out their
best record yet.Their one



sided Lp hit me with its wave of harsh thrash, and
I loved i t ,  but the Ebull i t ion ep, while more struc-
tured, didn't  leave i ts mark the way the Lp did.
This ep seems to combine the Lp's rawness with
some of that 'Ebull i t ion ep' structure.This
records is sweet, short, and very angry.

(www.communichaos.com)

Sharpevi l le -At the Late
Hours: Before the dawn-
ing of ourAbundance LP

There is fuckin' tons of
inf luences in SHARPEVILLE.
You get heavy mid-tempo
hardcore with lots of com-
plicated textures not unlike
CATHARSIS.The overall
tempo chugs along with
what may seem like a heaviness of slow-core
while st i l l  retaining this mid-tempo beat.And
there are emo hooks in the intros to give them
an ominous sound not unl ike UNION OF
URANUS. For folks who are fans of
RORSCHACH and the related schools,
SHARPEVILLE wil l  del iver you an arduous r ide of
introspection. Unusual for a Finnish band. -SP

(MaximumVoice / Postfach 26 l04ZS l Leipzig /
Germany / e-mail:maxvoice@gmx.d)

Skitsystem . Enkel ResaTil l  Rannstenen Lp

These blazing thrashers offer up their second lp,
and its fucking heavy as hell. lts produced by the
guy from Nasum and it shows, the production is
fantastic. Harsh, heavy, Swedish thrash, the singer
from AtThe Gates - it doesn't get better than
this.This is Havoc record's fourth lp, and their all
awesome!

(www.havocrex.com)

Slayer - God Hates Us All

Matt Hyde, the guy who produced this album,
apparently thought that everything about SLAYER
needed to be as loud in the mix as possible, so
nothing stands out. Good idea, like buying the
album, or lamming screwdrivers into your eyes
and jiggling them around a little.All respect due
to the almighty lords from below but really there
are only three or four songs that are worthy of
the name SLAYER. Say moins (say it like you're
speaking french). -JFB

(American, ie. maior label so steal this album!)

Strike Anywhere - Change is a Sound

First of all, I must say that I was very impressed
with these tuys at'Pointless Fest' in Philly. I guess
there is no denying the pop-punkness of this

record, but it's blended with hardcore elements.
They sound a bit like Good Riddance (which isn't
a problem with me, but it might be for you),
although the songs are a lot more consistent
throughout'Change is a sound,'  than any Good
Riddance record.The lyrical content is definitely
pol i t ical,  but more eloquent than many other
bands, and I'm always down with well thought out
lyrics.Although I'm not a fan of JadeTree as a
label, I'm glad they put this record out; itl had
me dancing around the house and singing-a-long
ever since I got it.

"l wish the good cops / if they exist / the very
best /  and a bul let for al l  the..."

flade Tree)

Bruce Banner /
Sayyadina slit ep

Two of Swedenis bests.
BRUCE BANNER with
their second vinyl appear-
ance plays more of that tear-your-face-off hard-
core.They have the humour ol SPAZZ but can
pull together a DEVOID OF FAITH sound while
adding the versatility of a lot of fast styles in

today is current scene.Just how curren! they are

blows me away as these folks are made up of
some old school cats dating back as far as
FILTHY CHRISTIANS and PROTES BENGT. But
there music is well played, all over the place, and



there music is well played, all over the place, and
fuckin' pulling it together. lt is sick how good
these guys sound.As for SAYYADINA this is their
first appearance on vinyl.They also feature mem-
bers from some of Swedenis best but more
current groups like I QUIT! and OUTLAST.
Lightening fast hardcore reminiscent of DROP
DEAD with a gruff lnfest quality to their sound.
This is the one Swedish record to
get at the moment. -SP

(Sounds of Betrayal I Box7902 | 200 42 Malmo /
Sweden)

Down in Flames/Tear lt Up - split 7"

Each band covers each others song for the first
track,Tear lt Up do "Down in Flames," while
Down in Flames do "l Feel Better Already." lf
your not familiar with these bands, both play that
hyper-fast-thrashy-hardcore style thats apparently
popular right nowThis is a good introduction to
each band. lf you are familiar with these bands
you definitely will not be disappointed. Both
bands destroy live as well, so check them out.

(www.diehardcore.net)

East Coast Panic / Line of
Fire split ep

EAST COAST PANIC play
straight forward hardcore a la

AUS ROTTEN. lt is worthy.
LINE OF FIRE play rapid fire youth crew a la
DOWN lN FLAMES.The common element is
speed and if this is what the current day
Connecticut scene is about I want in. lt rivals the
SoCal revival heralded by Life is Halt and Fields
of Fire. But the Connecticut scene exDresses a
multi-genre-ational outlook. -SP

(Solution Records / 192 South Road / Somers,
CT / 06071 / USA / e-mail:
solutionrecords@yahoo.com)

Haymaker/Oxbaker split
eP

Oxbaker play a dual vocal
powerviolence style, and
seemed to be influenced by
bands like Hellnation and
Spazz.They have fun live shows, and continue to
improve. Haymaker, now infamous for their live
destruction, add six tracks of their pissed off, fuck
everything hardcore.They sample'Gummo,'
which is appreciated.These songs may be from
the demo, I'm not sure though.These are good
songs, but the), are just average when compared
to their new Lp out soon on Deranged (which is
going to be absolutely amazing!).

(Deep six records)

fohn Browns Army /
Reagan SS split ep

JOHN BROWNSARMY
sound like a youth crew
band mixed with a d-beat
band the way that
DEVOID OF FAITH or later period HERESY
tried to blend the two.Throaty Springa like vocals
overtop a ripping beat with a heavy low end.
REAGAN SS opt for a rawer sound that pukes
out short blasts of BRONSON-esque core. For
fans of the thrashy thin sounding guitar of MELEE
or early F.U.s, REAGAN SS will really appeal to
you.Two awesome bands to help you realize the

Sreatness behind split releases. -SP

(Gloom Records / PO. Box 14253 /Albany, NY /
t22r2 /  USA)

Tear it Up / Epileptic
TerrorAttack split LP

TEAR lT UP start with a rip-
ping side on non-stop energy.
Crashing crescendos that
drop into breakdowns. Circle
pit  anthems for the new mil lennium.'Thrash
Wagon' should be the soundtrack to this scene.
EPILEPTIC TERROR ATTACK (ETA) have this
same abi l i ty of writ ing anthems. Now it  ^ -,  " I  ,
because the singer is wearing an F.U , '  ,

every picture, but I  do hear the simplicrry of their



early Boston style thrash in ETA's material.And
when the shirt fitsO..manic-paced, anthemic, fast-
core.Two of the best bands around doing this
style on one record makes for a double whammy
of a good thing. -SP

(DeadAlive / P.O. Box 97 / Caldwell, NJ / 07006 /
usA)

Various Artists - Barbaric
Thrash Demolit ion,
Volume 2 ep

Carrying on in the spirit of
the first comp, and in the
spirit of an international network of friends,
Volume ll is a mere ep. But what it doesn't have
in terms of quantity it makes
up in quality.A five band 7" with some of the rad-
dest hardcore. DISCARGA, from Brazil, get this
pit started with two thrashers not found on the
ep. ESPERANZA deliver an INS right hook with
iiLesson from Rampart: Shoot €em in the back
and bury them inTi juanai. TheJELLYROLL
ROCKHEADS pick up side two with a scorcher
from their'Kill Thrash Trend' demo.A LIMP
WRIST track follows up so nicely that it sounds
almost like the same band.And LIFE'S HALT drop
a new track to seal this gem up.
Every song is a killer.

(625 Productions / PO. Box 423413 / San
isco, CA / 94 142-34 l3 /  USA)

Various Artists - Grinding is not a Crime
CD

A European skate comp fea-
turing some fucking intense
underground hardcore mate-
rial. CUMSHOT start tiings
off with their brand of 9
SHOCKS TERROR-core.
OBLITERATION are ltaly's answer to GOD-
STOMPER. GRIZZLY ADAMS are one of the
highlights of this comp. But the crown goes to
WILBUR COBB with three screaming
fis.They finish off with a DEEPWOUND cover.
Fuckin' bonus comp. -SP

(Emergence | 29 rue le nostre I 76000 rouen /
France)

Ruination, summer 200 | ,
Pirate house, Michigan.
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(you'll never find freedom that w3y).Do you really hate Reagan-or T.S.O.L.? Or is it that someone

, or some group told you to hate them? Do you really hate other forms of music like Heavy Metal
' . or Jazz? Or are you just afraid to admit you like something else because you'll be condemned by

. your peers. When you first decided to drink, smoke or do drugs were you doing it because
- 

everybody that's "cool" was doing it or because you felt you had no other choice?
I B.rt th"r. is a choice, which has a convenient label, and by now you know of it as the Straight
1 Edge. The Straight Edge, as I see it, is an alternative way of thinking, ?way without drugs,

alcohol, or any other of life's mental traps. It allows your mind to be free, where the only rules
e are the ones you set and the only one you have to answer to is yourself. The Straight Edge isn't

I telling people to fbllow a code of behaviour, it is to be interpreted by each individual as it relates
I ,o he"oi she. fhe Straight Edge is there for those who wantit. 
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Do you act, speak, or dress different to be different or to be the same? Are you a Democraf
O Republica.,'o, an Anarchist? You know that you are supposed to be one of these, so are you




